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Concern about overpopulation is an ancient topic. Tertullian was a resident of the city of Carthage in the
second century CE, when the population of the world was about 190 million (only 3â€“4% of what it is
today).He notably said: "What most frequently meets our view (and occasions complaint) is our teeming
population.
Human overpopulation - Wikipedia
India has billion people living in 25 states, speaking 19 major languages and over a 100 dialects, practicing
over about 6 religions and belonging to thousands of castes and sub-castes.
WOA!! World Ovepopulation Awareness
Having one fewer child is the most effective way an individual would have to fight climate change. The next
best actions are selling your car, avoiding long flights, and eating a vegetarian diet, according to a study
published in Environmental Research Letters.
WOA! - Why Population Matters
Consumers I question the motives of the producers of this site and film. Of course overpopulation is a
problem but itâ€™s an â€œinconvenient truthâ€• ignored by practically everyone because we want/need
more CONSUMERS to support our economies, buy buy buy.
Episode 1: Overpopulation: The Making of a Myth
The book An Essay on the Principle of Population was first published anonymously in 1798, but the author
was soon identified as Thomas Robert Malthus.The book predicted a grim future, as population would
increase geometrically, doubling every 25 years, but food production would only grow arithmetically, which
would result in famine and starvation, unless births were controlled.
An Essay on the Principle of Population - Wikipedia
Ah, but super-human AI is not the only way Moloch can bring our demise. How many such dangers can your
global monarch identify in time? EMs, nanotechnology, memetic contamination, and all the other unknown
ways weâ€™re running to the bottomâ€¦
Meditations On Moloch | Slate Star Codex
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OFS HodonÃ-n - OkresnÃ- fotbalovÃ½ svaz
October 14, 2009, the 30 th annual awards ceremony of the W. Eugene Smith Memorial Fund took place at
the Asia Society in New York City. Lu Guang (å•¢å¹¿) from Peopleâ€™s Republic of China won the $30,000
W. Eugene Smith Grant in Humanistic Photography for his documentary project â€œPollution in China.â€•
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Amazing Pictures, Pollution in China | ChinaHush
Stories about aging have traditionally focused on the need for graceful accommodation. The recommended
solution to diminishing vigor and impending death was resignation coupled with an effort to achieve closure in
practical affairs and personal relationships.
The Fable of the Dragon-Tyrant - Nick Bostrom
The Dynamic Unity of Reality. And those whose hearts are fixed on Reality itself deserve the title of
Philosophers. (Plato, Republic, 380BC)Denying realism amounts to megalomania
Space and Motion - The Dynamic Unity of Reality
The whole structure of Western society may well be unfitted for the effort that the conquest of space
demands. No nation can afford to divert its ablest men into such essentially non-creative, and occasionally
parasitic, occupations as law, advertising, and banking.
MacGuffinite - Atomic Rockets
The Arctic is defrosting as warm Atlantic waters rush through the Fram Strait instead of skirting the southern
coast of Greenland. This is an important event, regardless of the deafening silence exhibited by the
mainstream media. Image courtesy of the National Snow and Ice Data Center, https://nsidc ...
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